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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
RATES; 7c p~r word, 20 word minimqm (*1.40) per time run. If ad, is to
159, afternoons prefer~bly or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word nnd t~e minimum numb~r of
Albuquerque, N.M, 87106
words to 10,
TERMS: Payment must be made ln :Cull prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

5)

PERSONALS

69 MIRAGE are now on sale for ~5-rm.
205, Journalism Bldg,
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters for groovy Leather P<lO!s,
Fringe Jackets, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbags, 243-7909.
SENIOR-Be sure and have your class
picture taken for the Mirage. No charge
-three poses, three prints. Call 277·
5743 to schedule it at your convenience.
TWO RIDERS to Minnesota. Leave 11/21,
return 11/29. Share gas. 877·1792. 11/14
CHRISTMAs-shop tne easy Avon way
from your campus Avon representative.
Call Margaret at 242·6407. 11/13
ENCOUNTER GROUP (Sensitivity
Training) needs people. If interested call
247-2720. 11/17
FREE. Black, female kitten, nine-weeks
old. Healthy, lovable, trained. 247-9170.
11/17
ORDER CHRISTMASY God's Eyes; buy
books. 105 Mesa. at Central, 11/18
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE-The Shire
Leather Shop and Middle Earth Girt
Shoppe hn.ve moved near campus. 3205
iiilver SE. 11/19
FREE KITTENS to good homes. 842-1825.
Call after 5. 11/20

LOST&FOUND

SERVICES

lRONlNG--humane rates, pickup and de·
livery. Bagworm a:nd Washerwoman Ltd.
247-8737. 11/21
LOVING CHILD CARE, day or night.
242-0439. 11/12
WILL SIT your small child and park your
oar. 1625 Roma NE. 11/21

REPRESENTA'l'IVES NEEDED to sell
Volkswngcn bus tours of Europe in Summert 1970-$100.00 commission per snle.
Alsp, opportunities available to drive
buses us summer employment. Wdte VW
Adventures, P.O. Bol< 7999, Austin,
Texas,78712. 11/14
CAN USE two undergraduate men, with
c&r to help in my work. 25 hr.--$66.91
to start. Call Friday 3-5 . p.m. only.
247-9003, 11/13

7)

with extended front end, custom seat,

bar and tank set up, Top end recently
wo:rkcd over. N'eeds n. few very minor
jobs done. $218. Owner also Is looking
for a Harley rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277-5011 Grant after 6 p,m. Monday through Thursday and Sunday after·
noon.
200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255-5987, 11/27
1969 350 HONDA. Excellent condition.
$600.00. 268-8493, 11/17
1968 LT. BLUE VW aedan. R & H, WSW,
11,851 actual miles. Excellent condition.
$1500, Firm. 1·865-7732. 11/17
1967 KAWASAKI 250. Runs well. $330. See
afternoons, 306 Harvard SE. 11/17
1963 CORV AIR SPYDER, two-door hardtop, 4-apeed, Turbo-Charged. $400. Call
344-5517. 11/18
1966 YAMAHA 250 Scrambler. Call 344·
3769 after 3 p,m. 11/14
ONE LARGE drawing board with handle
and clip, $2; two small wooden cases,
$1.50 each: two Wilson Jack Kramer
tennis rackets-$15 and $10; one Wi~n
aluminum frame racket, $30. All tournament rackets strung with gut. Call daily
after 9 p.m. or all day weekends. 265·
6548.
1966 VW Sunroof. Excellent condition,
36,000 iniles, rndio, heater, green, ssking
$1125. 242-7275. 11/14
PART-TlME OR FULL TlME: set your
own hours: set your own goals. High
WJl.S'es for hard workers; medium wages
for medium workers. :Men or women:
call 299-1887. 11/14

6)

LOST: URGENT-Art Ed lesson plans in
manila folder. 242-1857 evenings. 11/13
LOST: Half-finished black sweater in
green bag. 268-5975. 11/20

3)

FORSALE

FOR SALE: 1942, 45 Har)ey Davidson

DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you
like to stop? A limited number of pea·
ple are being accepted in Jt.n experiment
to stop nail biting. Under the aus_pices
of UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277·2103 for appointment. 11/11
DEADLINE for inserting classified S :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.

2)
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EMPLOYMENT

PART-TlME CAMPUS REPRESENTA·
TIVE. Put up adv. posters, earn $5-$10
per hour. No selling. Write Univ. Publications, Dox. 20133, Denver_. Co]o 80220
for details. 11/13

Says Former Under Secretary of State. George Ball

Wood's column, cont. from p. 6
dissension,
SAN DIEGO ST. 95, NEW
OHIO ST. 58, PURDUE 3:
MEXICO ST. 0: How do you The Buckeyes won't be beaten
brainwash an Aggie football until Bo Schembechler gets ahold
of them next week up at Ann
p1ayer.? Y ou use an enema ·
A b
CALIFORNIA 42, ~AN JOSE_ r <fKLAHOMA 21, KANSAS
18: The two teams ftght to see 15
who has the least internal
·

Major Vietnam Mistake
An "inflation of political rhetoric"
has led to the United States'
"obsessive focus" on the war in
Vietnam, said former Under Secretary
of State, George Ball Friday,
Ball spoke on "Foreign Policy
Prospects in the 70's in the third
annual William Randolph Lovelace II
memorial lecture in Popejoy Hall.
"The theory that Vietnam is the
key to southeast Asia distorts the
strategic reality. After all it is chess,
not dominoes that is the traditional
game of strategy. We have put mor!l
into tlie area than its its intrinsic wortli'
he said.
'
"Our major mistake in Vietnam
was not planning for failure. It was
always believed that a small
increment of involvement would yeild
success. When it did not, the need for
justification of the build-up led to a
gradual inflation of political
rhetoric,"

MISCELLANEOUS

TURKEY STOMP
Monday, Nov,
Union Ballroom,
person, Costumes

(Parade and Dance),
24. Trilogy (Band).
UNM. 50 cents per
welcome. 11/24
·

Paul

Newman is

LAID AN EGG? NEED $$$
We Buy Musical Instruments and Other Items

'HARpER

Sundoy, November 16 Only

200 Central S.E.

50e with ID

RENT-A-

u.oo a day
Free Delivery, Pick Up, And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthly Rate

.

No Plan For Failure
They can see the same thing
happening again.
The new Nixon course, which Ball
termed "irreversible," has "ruled out
a negotiated settlement."
"It is a dangerous self-delusion to
think that after 25 years of fighting
the North Vietnamese will stop short
of their goal of control of the entire
peninsula," he said.
"I have always viewed the war as
Tonkinese expansionism, and not Red
Chinese expansionism."
"I think we can expect the Viet
Cong to fight on a low level 1mtil
,there is a steady withdrawal than a'
major offensive on the line~ of the
Tet offensive to pressure for faster
withdrawal, and shatter South
Vietnamese confidence,"
Ball said Vietnam has "imparied
the legend of U.S. omnipotence" and
has taught it must be "more

'TECHNICOLO.
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268-45S9
Color Available

3211 Central NE

265·4675

TODAY THRU TUESDAY

NOW!
•

HE RUNS MORE
THAN GUNS!

This is
the one
they ore

all talking
about!

Aen1e Cuckec;)

The

\J

U.Za Minnelli•Wendell Burton•nmMclntire
TECHNiCOLOR"
[gjJ

PLUS BONUS HIT

-:r~a:seTTa
268-4~15

Return of the Sccrd Society

AN EXPERIENCE IN EROTICA

The
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Proudly Presents

LOBO
26!i-4 759

PHONE 265-4675
FOR SHOW TIMES

Special Midnight Show
SEX CANNIBALS
Friday & Saturday nite

AN EVENING WITH THE ROYAL.BALLET

IQJ
COLOR

DOW you can SEE
anything you want
at •••

)\ucE'S

IUSTAUJL\NT" .
starring

.

.....
·"'·' .

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

(

A Lot of Beef

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT----- TIMES STARTING _ __

Directed by: Anthony Asquith and
Anthony Havelock·AIIan
Starring: MARGOT FONTEYNRUDOLPH NURE:YE:Vand
David Blair

I

Friday, November 14
·7 &10PM

ENCLOSED$.._·- - - -

IDRequired
50¢

'

•.

Guard Skip Lawson (note bottom of heap) is clobbered by an
estimated 1,000 pounds of football players during the
Lobo-Wyoming football game Saturday. Lawson recovered, though,
to help lead the Lobos to a 24·12 upset of the favored 'Pokes.

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

-....

Lobo photo b:V Chester Painter

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

PLACED BY---......-------

The last ring of the bell on the mall signaled the end
to the November moratorium. The bell began ringing at 4
a.m. Thursday, and stopped ringing on Friday evening.
The bell had been rung by students protesting the war
in Vietnam. It had been rung a total of 41,000 times.
The final a c t of the moratorium was a march on the
Albuquerque induction center Friday. Approximately 400
marchers walked the two miles from the University to the
center. The marchers were escorted along the march route
by city police.There were no incidents, and the marchers
remained on the sidewalk.
••
Marchers carried black flowers, and some carried
placards reading, "Bring them home now," and "For a
change, give peace a chance."
A black casket, carried by six University students, led
the march. It was festooned with black flowers. A bell
towed by three UNM students followed the casket. It was
rung every four seconds in honor of those who have died
in Vietnam.
An American flag draped with a black ribbon also was
carried in the march.
When the marchers reached the induction center, thev
were met by about 50 others. The coffin was laid at the
foot of the induction center steps, and marchers threw
their black flowers on the casket.
Father Leonard Baca of the San Felipe de Neri church
in Old Town read the names of New Mexicans killed in
Vietnam on the induction center steps. After each name,
the portable bell was rung once. 'fhe service lasted about
40 minutes.
Following the reading of the casuality list, Dave
Williams approached the center steps, and said the reading
of the list was in poor taste. Williams said the parents of
those killed in Vietnam should be heard-not war
protestors.
The moratorium workers also circulated four
petitions for townspeople to sing. The petitions offered
four differing views on the war, .
The Alumni and Canterbury chapels, and the Newman
Center, stood open. to those interested in participating in
a 24-hour peace vigil Friday. Members of the Newman
Center Social Action Committee also began a 24-hour fast
in support of the moratorium.
Campus and city church bells rang three times Friday
as a message of concern for peace and the war dead. The
bells rang for 15 minutes at 9 a.m., noon, and 6 p.m.

F·

ARLO GUTHRIE

NEW MEXICO LOBO
q.ASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASS IFICAliONS:
1. Personals
5. ForSole

No.45

Albuquerque Moratorium
Concludes With March

.

HILAND
265-4575

Buck's TV Rentals

selective" in where, the limits, and
how to use its power.
In talking about other areas of
foreign policy Ball said there is a
"grave chance of war in the Mideast"
because "the present level of violence
cannot continue with exploding."
"At the moment the possibility of
a great power settlement through the
United Nations is not great, and the
participants themselves will not settle
it," he said,
Ball was United States Under
Secretary of State from 1961 to
1966, and was appointed U.S.~
Ambassador to the United Nations
from 1968 until January 1969. He is
the author of "The Discipline of
Power" and currently works with
Lehman Brothers, an international
banking firm,
The Lovelace memorial lecture is
in honor of the co-founder and
director of the Lovelace foundation,

NE\N

and excnemenl cuaus ID Haroer like a~ame!

Blac4Jack

Ball said that "de-escalation of
appraisal" of the strategic importance
of Vietnam is needed alonl! with
Nixon's phased troop withdrawal..
Although he termed Nixon's plan for
slow withdrawal of troops on an
l,(ndated timetable the "most
responsible line of policy" he also
said the United States should be
prepared for a "pessimistic scenario"
in its im_plementation,
"Next year will be· a climatic year
for the resolution of Vietnam. It may
end in a bitter manner, and there is a
strong ·possibility it (Nixon's phased
withdrawal) will not work."
"We have overlooked many
factors. From Hanoi's vantage point
this is only the second phase in their
fanatic determination to drive
foreigners out of their country."
They have seen the French leave
because of a "failure of will" on the
part of Paris to continue the war.

..

Students
Protest
Wyoming
·Coach's
.
Policies·

Approximately 80 students
demonstrated against
Wyoming football coach
Lloyd Eaton at Saturday's
Homecoming game against
Wyoming.
The demonstrators were
protesting Eaton's action in
kicking 14 black players off
the Wyoming team when they
wore black armbands to
protest Wyoming's playing
Brigham Young University.

Saturday's demonstration,
Feldman said, "in no way
assisted us to play well and
for the most part these
demonstrations help your
opponent to play well. It
distracts the members of our
team who might agree with
the demonstration and I think
social and political
demonstrations should not be
connected with athletic
contests in any way."

The demonstration, which
was short-lived, came when
the students ran onto the
football field just before the
playing of the National
Anthem. During the playing
of the anthem they stood
silentl!r' with their fists taised
in the black power salute.
The group remained on the '
field less than five minutes
and left peacefully when

He said· Saturday's
demonstration and Friday's
rally· "contributed to a lack of
poise among our players who
made needless mistakes and
had continuous penalties"
called against them. The
Lobos were penalized a total
of 99 yards in the game
compared to only 40 for
Wyoming.
"It's unfortunate these

groups aren't concerned with
the outcome of the game, just
their self-centered interests
which ideally should have
nothing to do with athletics,"
Feldman added.
· ,.,
During the halftime
activities some of the
demonstrators followed the
caravan of cars carrying the
Homecoming Queen and her
court. The group marched
behind the cars carrying signs
and giving the black power
salute.
At the rally Friday the
black athletes said Eaton's
action was "blatantly racist.''
In kicking 14 black players
off the football team, they
said, Eaton had violated ,the
constitutional and civil rights
of the players who were only
seeking to peacftilly present
their feelings about playing
BYU.

NE\N

,y

ME.XICD
WAYNE CIDDIO

GRANT HARVEY

Editor

Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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Betna

Homecoming Internationale?

lt

Bema is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion.

By TONY OLMI
Coordinator
International Center
Every year a theme is selected
for Homecoming. This year if
you received a packet from the
homecoming committee or
happened to see a bumper sticker
"Homecoming Internationale 69"
you would know the theme for
this year. However, the packets
never found their way to the
International Center on campus
or to any other International
group on campus. The bumper
stickers made their appearance
about a week before
Homecoming - a little late for
serious consideration by those
who might have wanted to
contribute to Homecoming.
On Friday, Nov. 7, the
International Center put on an
International Ball at the Civic
Auditorium. The date was
specifically selected so as not to
conflict with the Homecoming

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily avery regular week of the Univer·
the Board of Stude11t Pub·
sily year
lications of the Associated Students of
the Universily of New Mexl~o, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
jly the UNM Printing Pla~>t with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, t~ew
Mexico, 87106. Suj,seriptio!> rote is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the ·
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial ~•oard of The Lobo.
Nothing' necessarily repreants the views
of the Al:sociated Students or of thu Unl·
varsity of New Mexico.

activities on the following
weekend. As it turns out, an
International Ball would have
been quite appropriate to the
theme of homecoming, especially
in lieu of the Rowan and Martin
fiasco.
A foreign student could have
r1ln for queen, which would
probably have been a first for
UNM. The nearly 400 foreigners
in the University community
might have felt that they had. a
place in the festivities. The city
of Albuquerque could have seen
another side of university life,
which has been somewhat
obscured. The exclusion of
everything international denied
tli.is Homecoming of having any
relevance to anything.
Yietnams, Koreas, and other
conflicts are certainly
international in character and
products of ignorance. Racial
discrimination and conflict in
this country is no less a product
of that ignorance. It is no
difficult matter to realize that

I
international is synonymous with
inter-racial and inter-.cultural. The
exclusion of all that is
international from "Homecoming
Internationale" is no different
that exclusion of Mexicans from
Fiesta and Blacks from school.
If we can't have a
''Homecoming Internationale"
how can we ever expect to
function in the international
arena. If our country is divided
over Vietnam, is it any wonder?
Look at our campus!
We have lost a tremendous
opportunity to better
international and inter-racial
understanding and unity, and
soldiers will continue to die on
foreign soil. And those who
would strive for peace and racial
understanding will continue to be
boo-ed when they demonstrate
their concern. We will continue
to support football but denounce
humanity.
Congratulations homecoming
committee - you've done it
again.

'I May Not Agree With His Views But I Defend His Right
To Express Them. Ten· The Unamerican, Pinko,
Commie-Sympathizing Pawn-Of-Hanoi Thatt'

-

To The Editor:
On the Moratoriums
To the Editor:
Have we become a gullible
nation of sheep, following the
rantings of a disillusioned
"peaceful" few, the majority of
whom have never set foot in
Vietnam to see what it's really
all about?
Carrying posters that
advocated abandoning Vietnam is
pI a y i ng right into the
Communists' hands. Protester,
Y.iJ! say, "Leave Vietnam alone
- worry about the problems here
at home . first." All you're
accomplishing by this is to
appease the enemy. Then, of
course, maybe they're not your
enemy; and in this case, kindly
"Get out of America." You
think we have a problem now?
Wait until we're surrounded by
Communist countries and then
see how many problems we have.
It's unfortuante that you ·who
protest· ,have· such short
memories; or, more likely, you
weren't even born yet when the
nations of Europe appeased a
man who, like theJ•Communlsts,
wanted to overpower as inuch of
the world as he could. With each

Letters are .,eleome, and shoald
be no lon1rer than 260 Wllrda tn>e-

wrlttm, double apaeed. Name, t.Je.

phone number and addrea mWit be
included, althouah :ll&Die wiD be
withheld apon requeot:.

~silentAmerican'Rally

Backs Nixon's Policy
By RICK FITCH
College Press Service
WASHINGTON
(CPS) - The place· was the
Washington Monument, the time, Veterans Day, and the
event a "Freedom Rally" sponsored by the American
Legio~ and the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW) to show
that silent America is behind President Nixon's Vietnam
policy.
The homespun country lyrics of the Starlighters,
curiously enough, drew more response from the crowd of .
approximately 10,000 than the rhetoric offered by the
rally's :'big guns" - Sen. John Towers (R-Tex.), Rep.
Mendel Rivers (D-S.C.), and Rep. Donald Lukens (R-Ohio).
Slightly Surreal
The sights were sligl\tly surreal. Just to the south of the
monument, a dozen qr so people stood silently on an
elevated wooden platfopn holding American flags and three
posters whi.ch read like Burma Shave signs: "Communism is
the. Enemy 1 Russia is the Quarterback I Peace Through
Victory."
Flags were everywhere. Miniature ones sprouted from
thousands of breast-pockets; ladies put them in their hair.
Many wore red-white-and-blue armbands. Next to a 20-foot
high American flag that provided the backdrop for the
stage was a small flag representing the Republic of South
Vietnam.
Lukens told the gathering it is not enough for the U.S.
to be concerned with providing freedom for the people of
South Vietnam, South Korea, and West Germany; we must
make North Vietnam, North Korea, and East Germany free
too.
He compared our previous dealing with the Communists
to a man who sits in his front room talking to a burglar,
discussing when it would be convenient for the burglar to.
leave.
"He's got no right to be there in the first place," Lukens
said.
Stars and Stripes
A southern business executive took the podium and
cried out that "The South has risen again, this time under
the banner of the stars and stripes." He accused those in
the peace movement of spreading the "lie" that God is
dead in order to subvert the country's morals. Another
speaker declared there is "more goodness" in one boy scout
holding an American flag than in the whole anti-war
protest.
There were scattered contingents of the enemy.
Long-haired Mobilization workers handed out leaflets and
engaged in occasional arguments with the veterans. Back at
the wooden platform, one man, carrying the "Russia is
Quarterback" sign, pointed at a freaky-looking person and
said, "You are next, you are the next victim of
Communism."
Keep Up the Fight
But anti-war people stayed away for the most part, as
did young people. Perhaps one person in six at the rally
was under 21. The 64-year-old Rivers, white hair blowing in
the wind, said in a cracked and crusty voice, "There are
more of us patriotic Americans than those pro Hanoi-crats.
K~ep up the fight. Spiro Agnew is helping us. You back up
Spiro Agnew and he will continue to pour it on.''
The placards in the crowd reflected a startling political
orientation. One said, "Spock has colic " another,
"100,000,000 dead from Communism 'Will Yo~ Be Next''
another, "Kill .the Commies." Peopl~ passed out butto~s
saying "Tell it to Hanoi," and "America- Love it or Leave
1't • "
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U History Profes~or

Finds Military Orders
For Invasion in 1905

A UNM professor, Dr.
Gunther E, Rothenberg, has
uncovered military orders for a
1905 Austrian invasion of
Hungacy.
Rothenberg, a professor of
history at UNM and
widely-recognized authority on
the Austrian army, found the
documents in the Austrian War
Archives in Vienna.
They were in a package
labeled "New Procedure for
Buying Horses."
Hungary in 1905 was part of
the Dual Monarchy ruled by
Austrian Emperor Francis
Joseph. However, it had a
constitutional government. Had
the invi.ISion been carried out, a
military government would have
been imposed on the Hungarians.
The plan came close to
execution. It was called off,
though, when Francis Joseph
"got cold feet," Rothenberg says.
The existence of the plan has
been known, but documents

related tQ it had never been
found. All copies supposedly had
been burned or destroyed.
The package included
operational and movement
orders, and Rothenberg was able
to recmstruct the entire plan.
The operation had the code
name, "Horse Purchase," and
orders supporting it were to be
opened only after receipt of
orders transmitted separately,
The discovery will be
published in German next month
in "Mitteilungen des
Heeiesgeschichtlen Museum," a
publication of the Austrian
Military Museum and Military
Institute. It will include a 30
page article by Rothenberg and
an additional 30 pages of archival
material.
The information will also be
included in Rothenberg's
forthcoming book, "The Army
of Francis Joseph."
Rothenberg was in Vienna for
a month doing research for the

book at the start of a year·long
sabbatical leave. He had been in
Europe three times before dalng
resear<l!h for the book, which will
be published by the UNM Press,
probably not before 1971.
It will be a continuation of
two earlier books by Rothenberg
on Austrian military history:
''The Austrian Military Border in
Coatia: 1522·1747" and "The
Military Border in Coatia:
1740·1882."
The new boolt will look at the
army's influence on the state, its
rei a tionships with civilian
authorities, its contribution to
internal security, and its
organization, armament, and
operations.
While he was in Europe, ·
Rothenberg also read proofs for
a one-volume edition in German
of his first two books. . lrhe
edition, which will be published
early next year, is the first
publication in German of the
results of Rothenberg's research.

'l-4allelujah Train' Will Sing at Popejoy l-4all
"The Hallelujah Train," which
will be at Popejoy Hall Nov. 22
at 8:15p.m., will bring to
Albuquerque a group recognized
as the most famous black musical
aggregation in the world today.
The unique show by the Eva
Jessye Choir and Ensemble will
feature more than 20
internationally celebrated Negro
singers, dancers, and
instrumentalists under the
direction of Dr. Eva Jessye.

Spaces Available
On NSA Flights

Dr. Jessye, herself, has been
called "the First Lady of
American Choral Music." She has
achieved fame in the fields of
education, poetry, musical
comedy, drama, opera. and choral
work, has composed more than a
hundred vocal and instrumental
works, and has created
arrangements for several hundred
vocal and instrumental works. .s,
In "The Hallelujah Train"
Miss Jessye has assembled 50 or
more songs from all parts of
America, songs which have been

associated with a particular phase
of the nation's growth,
development and history, and
songs identified with one or
another of the ethnic groups that
comprise it.
The songs are woven into a
colorful tapestry that reveals the
richness of its culture.
Tickets for the program can
be obtained by phoning
277·3121 or at the Popejoy Hall
box office between 9 a.m. and 5
p.m. Monday through Friday.

fo1' Ch1·istmas
shop at America's Oldest Market Place
with the largest concentmtion of Spe-c"'
dalty Shops in the Southwest.

The ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee

National Student Association
(NSA) again announces Christmas
flights at discount rates to Los
Angeles, Chicago, and New York.
There is still room to sign up for
each of these flights.
Flight 187 to L.A. leaves
Albuquerque on Dec. 19, 1969
at 7:40 and arrives at 8:35 p.m.
Flight 272 leaves L.A. at 7:45
p.m. on Jan. 4, 1970 and arrives
here at 10:19. Cost: $77.70,
Flight 292 to Chicago leaves
on Dec. 19, 1969 at 5:30 p.m.
and arrives in Chicago at 8:56
p.m. Return flight 169 leaves
Chicago on Jan. 4, 1970 at 7:40
p.m. and arrives at the Sunport
at 9:29p.m. Cost: $117.60.
New York flight 170 leaves on
Dec. 20, 1969 at 8:15 a.m. and
arrives at Kennedy Airport at
2:57 p.m. Flight 163 from
Kennedy Airport to the Sunport
leaves at 5:55 p.m. and arrives at
9:25 p.m. Cost: $182.70.
These are the lowest possible
prices for round trip tickets,
reserved seat$, and students are
urged to sign up as soon as
possible in the NSA office,
Room 251 in the Union or call
277·4016 for more information.
Payment must be in by Nov.
24, 1969 and checks may be
made payable to National
Student Association.

PRESENTS

I

A pamphlet entitled, "It's Time for Reason - not
Treaso~," called upon businessmen to stop all production
that rotght eventually aid Communist countries.

concession, he grew bolder and
demanded more; and what did
Definite Links
appeasement finally get for
Europe in 1939? The most To the Editor:
God Bless America
horrendous war man has ever
I have recently completed a
known. Had Nazism been nipped study of a small sample of heavy
Every~ne. a~ited Tower of Texas, and his speech was
in the bud, countless thousands whiskey drinkers. Without country hckin. good, as they say. "The .silent majority has
of lives would have been saved. exception, they first smoked· become v_ery vocal indeed( he said. "Though we all know
What would you have said in cigarettes, then drank beer before
the war IS ugly and desptcable " he said "those who are
that war- "Get out of Europe; trying whiskey.
'
'
don't help the cause of freedom; · On the basis of this study, I against it are cowardly."
don't fight until Hitler is on our have come to the following
"We did not ask to be a great military power " he said,
. very shores"? Don't be so naive conclusion: Smong leads to use "It was the Communist aggressors after World War II who
as to think appeasement will stop of the hard stuff.
started the arms race."
the Communists. They won't
I believe this observation to
The rally . ended after two and a half hours with
settle for Vietnam, nor for all of · be original since I can find no
singin~ ."God ~less America/' and people passing
everyone
southeast Asia.
similar result in the teamed
When do you suggest we make journals.
out bumper stickers With these words "Thank you for
a stand? When America is the
Ted Guinn Loving America."
'
. last remaining bastion of freedom
in a Communist world? Let's
NEWS EDITOR
Sarah laidlaw
learn from the mistakes that
Europe made in the late 1930's
(:AMPUS EDITOR
Don Burge
and be a little more farsighted as
REVIEW
EDITOR
Stephen
Part
to what is really happening over
SPORTS EDITOR
Charles Wood
there,
Think, young people. Think
COPY EDITORS
Sandy Schauer, Sue Harvey
.for yourself. What kind of
STAFF WRITERS
Casey Church, Carolyn Babb, Charles Andrews Robert Hlady
·.country do you want to live in?
What kind of world do you want
c.lark Jermain, lin Morgan, Barbara Morgan, 'eob Whittaker;
to leave for your children? If
S1mon Ortiz, Jean McAndrews
you cho,ose freedom, then you
MORNING EDITORS
Karla Kelley, Jean lindsey, Judy lindsey
must pay the price becauSe
PHOTOGRAPHERS
freedom doesn't come cheap.
Chester Painter, Tony louderbough
A Vietnam Veteran

STAFF

Mail Ord.er Tickets "'~

Ticket Prices:
$2.75, $3.25, $3.50
$3.75,$4.25 & $4.50

Sunday, November .30

UNM student discount'-50c
per ticket (2 per ID)

8:30p.m.

On sale at:

SUB Ticket Booth
Reidlings Downtown
.Record Rendezvous
•

at ·university Arena

Address order to:
Tickets
'
C/O 5th Dimension
Student Union Building
UNM87f06
or call
277-3411
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Physicist: Gets NASA Grant:
U Professor Will Study Solar Eclipses
A theory th!lt worked is
le!lding !I UNM physics professor
around the world following the
p!lth of sol!lr eclipses.
Dr. Alan Peterson, !lssociated
professor of physics at UNM,
received a $50,000 National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) grant to
continue research on his method
of analyzing the content of a
huge interplanetary dust clo11d. ·
The dust cloud is ~nown
commonly as the Zodical light
and is visible as a triangle of light
near the horizon.
~'It is actually brighter than
much of the Milky Way but in
studying it you can only go so
far in taking measurements based
on visible light," said Peterson.

In a technical paper printed in
1963 Peterson hypothesized that
the composition, and accurate
measurement of the density of
the dust cloud could be obtained
by measuring the infra-red light
given off by the particles when
they are vaporized by the heat of
the sun.
Data taken from actual
measurement of the infra-red
light showed the theory to hold
true.
"It is very exciting when the
research follows the theory very
closely," said Peterson.
The NASA grant, for the
period through November, 1971,
will enable Peterson to view the
dust cloud from high altitude
aircraft and during solar eclipses.
The next eclipse will be in
March, 1970.
To observe the total eclipse
Peterson will have to go to
Oaxaca, a mountain valley in
southwestern Mexico.
"It looks like a place that will
have very good viewing
conditions. The path of a total
eclipse is very small, about 160
miles wide, so you have to go
where it is and they have been in
some far away places," he said.
"The last eclipse I observed
from the Alta Llana in Bolivia.
Days before the eclipse the sky

COMPUTER SERVICES CORPORATION

was overcast. We couldn't really
see the Sun, it was just a moving
patch of light. Finally on the day
of the eclipse the Sun came out.
We were ecstatic."
The dust cloud that Peterson
is studying is composed of tiny
particles which are spiralling
slowly into the Sun.
"Two theories for the cloud's
origin have been presented. One,
that the particles are ejected
nuclei of comets that have gone
through our solar system. Two,
that it was formed by dust
thrown off when asteroids
collide," he said.
"There is a drop off point
where the dust particles
evaporate when they get close
enough to the sun. By breaking
the visible light given off into a
spectrum we may be able to
discover the composition of the
dust, which will tell us a lot
about its formation," he said.
"NASA has 'no prior claims'
on the results of this research,
although they may be able to use
it after it is published," said
Peterson.
"Several years ago NASA took
data from microphones on
satellites that showed that there
seemed to be a concentration of
the dust around the earth.
However it was microphone buzz
that showed up when the
equipment was rapidly heated
and cooled. The cloud is not
dense at all."
Dr. Peterson is one of about
12 scientists in the country
researching this phenomenon.

IS NOW ON YOUR CAMPUS
WITH THE

lncreditable Card
More of everything for the college student ... with more to come.

BE WAITING FOR YOUR REPRESENTATIVE
TO CALL YOU
IF YOU CAN'T WAIT, CALL 268-4305

Patronize
lobo Advertizers
STEW~DESS

PREPARATORY COURSE

NEW AT FLAIR
stimulating • Adventurous
•Glamorous
FLA1R CAREER COLLEGE
9301 Candalaria NE 296-5571

Approximately 400
people marched two miles
from the University to the
Albuquerque induction
center Friday. A black
coffin, drap·ed with black
flowers, led the march, and
many of the marchers
carried black flowers in
protest of the war in
Vietnam. The coffin was laid
at the foot of the stairs to
the induction center, and
marchers and passers-by
threw their black flowers on
the coffin.

Newman Center Places Second In House Decorations

·~·
<

'

Dr. Alan Peterson

Expert Will Give Lecture
On Ecological Planning
Peter van Dresser, who
currently is preparing a report
for the New Mexico Office of
Economic Opportunity dealing
with the possibilities of
ecological development planning
in north-central New Mexico, will
speak Tuesday at UNM.
Van Dresser, who lives in El
Rito, will discuss ecological
development planning. His talk at
8 p.m. in Room M-200 of the
Fine Arts Building will be open
to the public without charge.
Earlier in the day he will address
students at 4 p.m. in Room 120
of the Architecture Building.
Van Dresser has worked in
varied development projects for
25 years. In New Mexico he was
chairman of the technical panel
for the Regional Development
Association of Northern New
Mexico from 1960 to 1962,
carried out a special assignment
on rural regional development for
the State Planning Office, and
was engineering field supervisor
on construction of a series of
large public schools on the
Navajo and Zuni reservations.
He has also been responsible
for the analysis of the entire
work program and preparation of
a 300-page master report for the

architectural - engineering design
of the Argonne National
Laboratory, and analyzed the
data and wrote the text for the
Jersey City Master Plan.
Van Dresser was also editor of
the Journal of the American
Rocket Society from 1933 to
1936 and was a member of the
society's first Experimental
Committee. His papers on early
rocketry are in the Smithsonian
Institute's Peter van Dresser
Collection. He has also been
active in solar-heat utilization
experimentation,

Endorsement
EAST LANSING, Mich.
(CPS) - The Young Adult
Conference of the YWCA (Young
Women's Christian Association)
has endorsed legalization of
marijuana and has called for
using YWCA facilities for the
dispensation of birth control aids
to married and single women
alike.
The YWCA members, all
under 35 years of age, also
endorsed in heated sessions: the
repeal of all abortion laws,
conjugal rights for prisoners of
all sexes, the Black Manifesto,
and the Vietnam Moratorium.

The sweepstakes trophy in
Homecoming house decoration
competition was won by Phi
Delta Theta with the theme
"Slaying of the Lobos."
"Homecoming Internationale"
was the overall theme for both
house decorations and parade
float competition. Winners in
both categories received a .trophy
and a cash award.
Secona place sweepstakes
trophy was won by the Newman
center with the theme
"Australian Bushwack."
House decoration entries were
judged Friday evening prior to
the annual motorcade tour of the
displays and prize winners were
announced during the rock dance
in the Union Friday night.
First place in men's division
was taken by Sigma Alpha

Epsilon; "Thai Down the
Cowboys," and second place by
Alpha Kappa Lambda:
"Teamwork."
The display "Switzerland:
Time for another Victory" by Pi
Beta Phi took first place in the
women's division. Delta Delta

OK IE'S

jEWELERS

6609

MENAUl. BLVD.,

N.E. .

TELEPUON.E

(across Mcnaul from Coronado Cchtcr)

CentraJ At University

~ousehold

CON,..
TEMPOR.lJtY
Wash, wet. soak, hunt,
squint, wash, soak, wet, cry a little.
Contact lenses were designed to be a convanience. And
they are up to a point. They"re
convenient enough to wear,
once you get used to them, but,
until recently, you had to use
two or more different lens solutions to properly prepare and
maintain contacts. You
needed two or three diller·
en! bottles, lens cases, and
you went through more than
enough daily rituals to make
even the most steadfast individuals consider dropping out.
But now caring for your contacts can be as convenient as
wearing them. Now there's Lensine, from the makers of Murine.
Lensine is the one lens solution
designed for complete contact
lens care .. preparing, cleansing, and soaking.

you rue; permitted liy Fadotollllw to m4k~

making kit nvolh1blo, mnkos n unlquo gUt
Arbor HousO IOplccn w!Oil kll .... , •••u••• ...... 9,95

artorhOUSQ

Just
a drop or
two of Len·
sine before
you insert
your lens prepares it for
your eye. Lensine makes your
contacts, which are made of
modern plastics, compatible
with your eye. How? Lensine is an "isotonic" solution. That means it's
made to blend with the
eye's natural fluids. So
a simple drop or two
coats the lens, forming a
. sort of comfort zone around

the bottom of every bottle. Soak·
ing your contacts in Lensine be·
tween wearing periods assures
you of proper lens hygiene.
Improper storage between
wearings permits the growth of
bacteria on your lenses. This is a
sure cause of eye irritation and,
in some cases, it can endanger
your vision. Bacteria cannot grow
in Lensine. Lensine is sterile, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic.
Let your contacts be the convenience they were designed to
be. The name of the game is
Lensine. Lensine, made by
the Murine Company, Inc.

•

EXTEMPOR.--

ANIA.

it.

Cleaning your confacts with Lensine fights
bacteria and foreign deposits that build up during the course of the day.
And for overnight soaking, Lensine provides a
handy contact canister on

eyou
cutout for
contact
sports?

MYtvpo at wino you wl&ll. Arbot Houso, tho flnost Wlna

Catfllog or WIM making auppll!ti ••• w •••••• : • • • • • • 2.1)
(Pootpold. No c.o.D.)
S007 oouoln• Allllnuo • hoeinG; Wf•cotuln 6:1402

CO~nn(!g

'Zf

U):l tO 20tJ gallons or Wllio d ycnr for homo uso. Mnko

268-4480

Pizza Slices 15¢

Chinese 'I Ching'
Subiect of Talk
A philosopher who is
returning to India will give two
lectures on Indian and Chinese
philosophy at 8 p.m. Nov. 18
and 19 in the Kiva.
He is Willard Johnson, a
fr.iend of Dr. Paul Schmidt,
chairman of UNM's Philosophy
Department which is sponsoring
the lectures with the General
Honors program.
Johnson, who taught and
studied in India from 1961-63,
will speak Nov. 18 on "I Ching
and Its Use," an ancient
philosophy currently enjoying a
rennaissance of interest.
0 n Nov. 19 Johnson will
lecture on the ancient Indian
philosophy, "Bhagavad Gita."
Both lectures are open to the
public, without charge.
Dr. Schmidt said .Johnson is
completing work on his Ph.D. at
University of Wisconsin,

i

Every Wed, JS.6 PM

a melange

Wino making Ja .,nAy 11r\d I• ono hobby In _v.hit:ll vou
cen onjoy tho toaults elf vour aUous, Aa lha haod of a

"The Unusual as Usual"

Delta took second place with
"Schlagen der Cowboys."
The sweepstakes award in
parade float competition was
given jointly to Pi Kappa Alpha,
and Alpha Chi Omega. Their
display featured a 25- foot high
Lobo.

-r&1ngtlde

Clllm\nate til

"I lqtow the war. home
wtth my eyes closed."
Then you know the way too well.
Because driving an old familiar route can make you
drowsy, even if you've had plenty of sleep.
If that happens on your way home
for Thanksgiving, pull over, take a break
8fld take two NoDoz®. It'll help you drive home
with your eyes open.
NoDoz. No car should be without it,

the

Phi Delts Win U .Sweepstakes 10¢ BEER

Man discovered love. We symbolized it.

"'

agafnK

",.

Jack Curtice, coach at
University of California-santa
Barbara and chairman of the
NCAA Coaches Rules Committee
for ten years, was involved in a
sideline dispute with an officiaL
"Go read the boolc, '' the official
told Curtice. "You read it,"
snapped Cactus Jack. "I wrote it.''

.

)>Tolest

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

COLUMBIA
DIAMOND RINGS

,.
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In New Secondary Education Program

Practical Experience Replaces Theory
Secondary education students
at UNM who are a semester away
from their student teaching are
participating in a new program
which resulted in part from the
University's evaluation day last
spring.
The 91 students in the
program are substituting practical
. experience in high schools for
part of the work done before in
college classrooms.
~
The intent of the change is to
give students actual experience
along with training in educational
theory. "Students object like
mad to theory alone," Dr.
George Hirshfield, one of the
project's co-chairmen, says.
The evaluation day last spring
included discussions among
faculty members, students,
alumni, and other persons
interested in the University.
Discussions led to
recommendations for making
college courses more productive.
The discussions, along with
other feed-back from students,
led to the new block program.

It' replaces two other courses;

Foundations of Secondary
Education and Materials and
Methods of Teaching.
The students, instt~ad, spend
three hours a week in a seminar
and six hours in one of four high
schools, Albuquerque High, Rio
Grande, Del Norte, or Valley.
Activities by the UNM
students at Albuquerque High
indicate the variety of experience
available in the new program.
At Albuquerque High students
have tutored individuals or small
groups, and occasionally have
lectured for a class.
Two accompanied students to
an out-of-town speech contest,
others have helped with the
school newspaper, and some have
helped in preparation of the
annual.
·
0 the r activities includ!!
making instructional material,
using classroom equipment,
helping plan instructional units,
supervising students in study hall
or testing, observing teachers,

grading papers, and operating a
duplicator.
Some have prepared and
· supervised laboratory work, and
·one has developed a teaching
unit covering information not
included in the text. Students
have also worked in the library,
either helping students or
preparing an instructional
program.
While the three hour seminar
uses some of the content from

ILarge Lunch at OKIE'S f

l Large Pizza • Large Pitcher ol Beer I
fcombined Priee $3.Z5 12·2=~J.4~-v~r~~yday I

ifbge

He overspecialized.
There was a time when George really
had the old world by the tail. Fifteen
years an expert on vacuum tubes, He
knew his business, and knew it well. He
was sure that he was going places.
Then came the transistor.
And overnight, fifteen years of specialization went down the drain.
At Sylvania Electronic Systems, Western Division, you have 'the op·
portunity to touch bases in
a variety of disciplines.
Our projects rarely go
on five years or more.

And they're small enough so you can be
both specialist and generalist.
Whether it's a new electro_-optical ~ys
tem or an advanced transce1ver, a hrgh·
speed, digital data-handling system, or a
new concept in electronic packaging, you
broaden your basic knowledge 9n a
variety of exciting projects.
All this t~kes pla~e in the most pro·
fess1onal kmd of atmosphere,
where you're. allow~d
much leeway m. creat1ve
thought.

Sports Editor

Twelve hours after President
Nixon's Vietnam address last
week, White House aides were
gleefully waving a telegram of
support from Colorado. It
reportedly contained the
signatures of 22,066 citizens.
That means the signatures
must have been obtained at the
rate of 1,838 an hour or 30
names a second. It seems kind of
odd considering it once took my
room-mate and myself seven
weeks to sign our registration
cards for the next semester.

• • •

Over the past year, the
average worker gained $6.65 a
week in pay but lost $6.78 to
soaring living costs in a losing
battle with inflation reports the
Labor Department.
I know a lot of people who
would be happy if they only
went 13c in the hole each week.

• • •

A week ago, a handful of
sports writers met up at Denver
and selected Arizona to win the
WAC basketball crown while
choosing New Mexico a
consensus choice for last place.
If anyone is gullible enough to
believe this nonsense, I'm
accepting bets over at the Lobo
office at 3·1 odds on whether or
not the Lobos will . finish last.
Three of those jerk writers gave
New Mexico last place- votes and
I'm willing to accept their bets in
the mail now through
Thanksgiving.

Analysis

Thanksgiving week-end

November 28, 29 & 30
piscover how you c:an avoid the curse of overspecialization. Our Sylvania
interviewer will be on campus November 24.
We're looking for BS/MS/PhD EE; MS/P~D Statistics/Math; and BS/MS ~E.
Set up a time with your placement offrce. We are an equal opportumty
employer (M & f).
.

WOOD
*
*

-"(The War) is turning an
important corner." - Sec. of·
State Rusk, March 8, 1963.
-"The Communists now
realize they can never conquer
free Vietnam." - Gen. J. W.
O'Daniel, military aide to
Vietnam, January 8, 1961,
-"I fully expect (only) six
more months of hard fighting." General Navarre, French
commander in chief, Jan, 2, 1954.

An attempt to close the
department down would bring
riots. The department had its
genesis out of demands during
last year's student-faculty strike.
Moreover, it continues to
function with policies directly
opposed to Hayakawa's, serving
five times the anticipated student
load with less than half the
·
promised funds.
Nathan Hare, the negotiated
chairman, was fired June 30 'by
Hayakawa, but continues to
function as "chairman in exile."
A Black Panther dominated
publication, "Black Fire," was
banned earlier this year by the
administration but the
llllllllllllllllllllllJ1JIIIn!QilllllllllHIHIHIIlHRiillDIIIIIfiiHIHIIIIIllillDIRimn11Minllllllll
department gives students six
Not a single administrator credits for working on it.
Classes, administration,
outside of the department itself
can tell what is happening on the , schedules, assignments, grades,
inside, The college's public affairs and credit are all cornpletcly
office refuses comment. conducted by a tight core of
revolutionaries under Hare.
Hayakawa is unusually reserved.
At a news conference, Hare
And Dean of Undergraduate
announced,
"We will soon
Studies Urban Whitaker spends
to
·
become
the most
blossom
most of his time in New York,
where he is collaborating tactics meaningful and rel~>vant
with university officials there institution in educating black
people to the contradictions and
who were successful last year in
gross
hypocrisy that prevail in
securing control over their restive
country,
this
oppressive
black studies department,
When asked about Hayakawa's
The department is becoming
threatened closure, Hare said,
so popular and well-known
among revolutionaries in the Bay ''We will do whatever is
necessary. to build the
Area that Hayakawa could
remain silent no longer. At a department into the best in the
hastily produced news conference whole world."
According to Black Fire,
last week, Hayakawa lamented "a
which Taylor has admitted is the
reign of terror," which he said
official organ for the department,
was plaguing the school.
"A small clique is attempting all classes lead to revolution.
to seize control of the Classes are typically filled with
department in order to convert it heavy revolutionary rhetoric
into an agency for revolutionary
seasoned with a pinch of soul.
The Black Panthers, securing
propaganda," he declared.
The tam-o-shanter :Qresident control over Black Fire, have also
hinted he might just shut the
claimed virtual control in the
department down.
selection of course topics and
"If only he could,"
instructors. There doesn't seem,
pronounced one administrator
however, to be any friction
who insisted to remain off the
between the Panthers and the
record.
departmental heads.

All lifts, lodging,
breakfasts and bus
trdnsportation

for only

·$62
Call255-6791 or 298-1624
~k Gene or Ba,rney for details

'' won three games out of
have
nine with a good chance of
capturing a fourth next week in
I-as Cruces.
The 'Pack established the pace

e~

Black Studies Plan
Flourishes at: SFSC

Friday, Saturday and
Sunday of the

§X!tYo~~ We~ter., Divi~lon- Mtn, View, calilornla

By PAUL FLECK
The Lobo~> are giving their
fans a preview of what things
will be like in the future. By
beating Wyoming, 24-12, they

Quotable Quotes on Vietnam

(Editor's Note: Ever wonder Johnson, October 21, 1964.
-"The United States still
how the war in Vietnam is going
as seen from the diplomatic and hopes to withdraw its troops from
military fronts? Perhaps the South Vietnam by the end of
19 6 5," Sec. of Defense
followi'ng article reprinted from
the Ohio University Post will McNamara, Feb. 19, 1964.
-"Victory ... is just months
help soothe those who think the
war has been going on for far away ... I can safely say the end of
the war is in sight." - General
too long a time.)
Paul D. Harkins, Commander of
-"We're on a course that is
Military Assistance Command in
going to end this war." - Pres.
·
Vietnam, October 31, 1963.
Richard Nixon, Sept, 26, 1969.
..,_,,--.u-••-•• ••-u-n-11 1, u -.._,_,_.. n-u-n ••-•• · n-•• n-•t
-"We've certainly turned the
corner (in Vietnam)," - Sec. of
Defense Melvin Laird, July 15,
1969.
-" ... We have never been in a
better relative position." - Gen.
William Westmoreland, April 10,
1968
.a..-••-••-••-·••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-41•-••-•-••-••-••-••-n-••-•+
-" ... We are enlightened with
our progress ... we are generally
SAN FRANCISCO - (CPS) pleased ... we are very sure we are
San
Francisco State College
on the right track" - President
President
S. I, Hayakawa is in a
Lyndon Johnson, July 13, 1967.
HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN
jam.
Despite
his best efforts,
real
-"We have succeeded in
the
college's
Black
Studies
b'
t'
..
.
.
The Natural Hair Grooming Concept
a t tammg our o Jec 1ves...
Department
is
flourishing.
General Westmoreland, July 13,
It is flourishing so well it is
We Do Not Use Nets, Laquers, Sprays,
1967.
autonomous.
It is headed by a
-"We have stopped losing the man ,fired in June
Heat Jellies, Or Sissy Put Ons.
Hayakawa;
war." - Sec. of Defense Robert it gives credit to bystudents
for
. . . . So When Your Through Playing
McNamara, October, 1965.
publishing
a
newspaper
banned
-"We are not about to send
Games Call For An Appointment.
American boys nine or ten by the university, and more than
255-0166
thousand miles from home to do 1000 students are enrolled for its
what Asian boys ought to be courses.
5504 Central S.E. (1 Blk. East af San Mateo)
for
" Pres. lllftllllllllniBIIllllllllllUIIIIIUIIIRIHIRillliWffillllllllllmBIHIHIIIIIllllliiiiUIIUillllllliD

ita~or's

Lobos Corral ,Pokes, 24-12

the courses which are replaced, it expected to increase to 125 or
relates the content to what the 130 in the spring·. ·Other classes
stuctents are doing in the high in the college of education,
schools. Basically it is a Human Growth and ,Development
discussion of the students and Learning and the Classroom,
eventually may be incorporated
experiences and problems,
Many of the 91 students have into the program, creating a
asked to do their student block program in which students
teaching next semester in the will enroll for 12 hours credit.
school in which they are working
Co-chairmen along with P!:_
now. They will teach most types
Hirshfield
are Dr. William B.'·
of high school courses.
Enrollment in the program is Runge and Dr. George Stoumbis.

• • •

1

One of the most catchy
quotes in the WAC this season
has centered around Arizona's
Wildcats.
"Undoubtedly," said UTEP's
Bobby Dobbs, "Arizona is the
best team in the country with an
0·4 record."
"Arizona has to be 'the best
2·4 team in the country," added
BYU's Tommy Hudspeth shortly
before his Cougars played them
two weeks later.
"And Arizona," observed
Utah's BilJ Meek last week, "may
very well be the best 2·6 team in
the country."
Meek may have been right
because his team lost to the
Wildcats.Saturday, 17-16,
after
being favored by 18·points.

• • •

A Glendale, Ariz., auto dealer
has dealt himself out of the car
rental business, Too many of his
'customers were renting autos
then switching tires, air
conditioners, and radios.
But the straw that broke this
dealer's patience was when he
found a customer using a
Japanese-made. electromagnet to
freeze the mileage recorder on
the odometer. The cheating
gadget is plugged into the
cigarette lighter then plunked on
the speedometer face.
One customer reportedly
drove from Phoenix to Denver
and back while recording only a

Sock 'er Cowboy

of the game on the intial series · swept the left end for six yards
of plays. Quarterback Rocky and six points. J:oe Hartshorne
Long masterminded a 76-yard kicked the conversion and the
drive which ate up seven minutes Lobos were never to lose the
of the first period. Howard Ware lead.
After Cowboy Bob Jacobs set
an NCAA record by booting his
18th field goal of the season,
Long picked out Sam Scarber as
a receiver for the first time this
season and the innovation
resulted in a 78-yard scoring
play,
Sideline Catch
It appeared that the halftime
score would read 14·3 when the
Lobos had the ball back on their
own 22 with less than a minute
in the period. But Long was not
satisfied with the score and sent
split end John Stewart deep
down the sideline where he made
a fantastic catch over his
shoulder and outdistanced the
Cowboy defender all the way to
paydirt.
The Homecoming crowd of
almost 13,()00 voiced its approval
as the Lobos took the 18-point
lead into the locker roo~.
The going was rougher in the
second half but the
sophomore-studded team rose to
the occasion. Rodney Wallace
Lobo Larry Korpitz (No. 15) lead the inspired defense and
and these three Wyoming players found a home in the Wyoming
appear to be playing soccer with backfield as he pressured Ed
the pigskin. Actually it's an Synakowski into throwing three
incomplete pass intended for interceptions - two snared by
Korpitz but the waylaid pass Jay Morrison to increase his total
didn't really matter anyway as to nine for the year. Wallace also
the Lobos won, 24·12.

WEDEL'YN

I

Obituaries

Services for Wyoming's
football dynasty were held at
1 :30 p.m. Saturday in University
Stadium, Cremation services had
already been held the week
before at Salt Lake City,
The dynasty, of Laramie,
Wyo., was killed two weeks in a
tragic mishap at Tempe, Ariz.,
when the WAC championship
express in which it was riding
collided head·on with another
express driven by the A.S. Sun
Devil family of Tempe. The Sun
Devils received no· injuries.
The accident was blamed on
· injuries the Dynasty had received
the week before when 14 of the
Dynasty's toes and fingers were
lost in an accident with BYU.
League officials have issued BYU
a citation in connection with the
mishap.
The Dynasty was born in
September ot 1966 when it won
three straight WAC
championships and appeared at
the 1968 Sugar Bowl in New
'Orleans. The Dynasty was a
graduate of Eaton Institute and
Discipline Tech.
Survivors include ten good
footba~l
players and a 2·2
freshman team. Friends maY pay

their respects to the dynasty
next Saturday in the AStrodome
against Houston University.

sk'i dorm
8 mi. from .Taos Ski Valley
rates: $2.00 with sleeping bap;
$4.00 for bed
meals b trans, to >b- from slopes
available
P.O. BOX 121 Arroyo Scco, N.M:.
Phone (505) 776·29g4

batted down two of
Synakowski's passes.
Intentional Safety
Wyoming got two points when
Morrison elected wisely to give
up a safety after a high center
snap would have probably
resulted in a blocked kick ·in the
endzone. Morrison lateralled the
ball out of the end zone.
On the pur1t from the twenty
following the safety, Mike Leake
returned it thirty yards for good
field position and Wyoming used
this opportunity to score their
only touchdown of the day. It
came on a 31·yard pass to Bill
Kyranakis and Jacobs added the
extra point.
With the score 21-12 in the
third quarter, the crowd reflected
uneasiness but the team did not.
They outplayed the Cowboys
and beat them on the fourth
quarter scoreboard, 3-0.
Hartshorne accounted for the final
scoring with a 40-yard field goal
that barely cleared the crossbar.
The victory snapped the
Lobos' losing streak in the WAC
which numbered 25 games and
dated back to 1965.

1

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
·5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N .E. 268-6848

Choose a look.
Norelco will help
you keep ita;

Intramural
Basketball
TEWA 39, MESCALERO 34
IInlftirnc: Town 20, Mescalero 17
!Ijgh Scorers: Tewn-Tony JIU'rttnUio 12,
John Lederer 12, Rich Ricllio 10.
AT.NARADO 39, PUEnLO 35
IInl!tlmo: Alvnrndo 21, Pueblo 19
II!gh Scorern: Alvnrndo-Vnncc Roly 14,
John Worc!'SU!r 14.

Choose any look. Make it yours. Then Norelco will help you keep it.
Bef:ause no matter which look you choose, your beard still grows.
It still needs to be tr-immed and shaved. Norelco handles that.
Its pop-up trimmer will keep your whiskers and sideburns
shaped the way you want them. The 3 floating heads will
shave the parts of your face you want shaved. And inside
the floating heads are 18 self-sharpening blades that
shave as close or closer than a blade every day. Without nicks or cuts. The Norelco unique rotary action
keeps the blades sharp while it strokes off whiskers.
Every time you shave.
Then when you're finished, you just snap off
Rechargeable
the heads for easy cleaning.
Triple header
The Norelco Rechargeable Tripleheader 45CT will
45CT
help you keep your look anywhere. For up· to three
weeks. Because it gives you almost twice as mariyshaves
per charge as any other rechargeable.
Tlie Norelco Tripleheader comes in a cord model as
Even on a beard like yours.
well as the Rechargeable. Both give the same close shaves.
Look them over. The choice is yours.

TONJGHT'i:{.GAMES
lndcp~ndent Lcngue
6:4G

Court 1-Collego Inn vs. A.l.A.
Court 2-Aiphn l'hl Omega. vs. P.E. Grnds
Court a-Independence vs. Law School
Cout't 4-Kivo. {Jlub vs. Scorekeepers
H.nu Leo.gUc
7:4G

Court 2-Town va. Alpha Tnu Omega
Court 8-l'ueblo;ve. Lo.w School (3)
Court 4-Lnw S~n®l (2) va. Nnvy

79-mile trip:;;;·==;:;;;:;;,..;:===============;
Duhe Buggy Bodies

VW Parts-All Accessories
RODGERS & CO. INC.
52.~0 Lomas Blvd, NE
2615 Isleta Blvcl. SW
Phone 877·1 0:'34

•
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Campus •:&riefs

I

to women majoring in some amateur radio license.
GSA
rehabilitation
field, including
Students and faculty may join
The Graduate Students
physical
therapy,
occupa
tiona!
whether
or not they currently
Association (GSA) will hold an
therapy,
speech
therapy,
speech
have
an
amateur
license. Owning
organizational meeting today at
pathology,
rehabilitation
equipment
is
not
a requirement
7:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
medicine,
social
work,
medical
for
membership
since
a club
RepresentaHves from all
graduate departments and schools research, and education for the station will be set up on campus
for the use of of all members,
will be presented, All graduate exceptional child.
the
awards
Applications
for
For further information and
students are invited to attend.
The formation of a GSA was · may be obtained from the for the purpose of setting up an
recently approved by the Student Aids Office. Deadline for initial organizational meeting
University Regents and faculty. application is Feb. 15, 1970. For contact Cahrles R. Seehafer,
additional information students 242-1869, or M.D. Bradshaw,
may also contact Mrs. H.A. Electrical Engineering
Business Women
Fausnaugh, 20126 Westhaven Department professor, 298-7,092.
The La Jolla Chapter of the
American Business Women's Lane, Rocky River, Ohio 44116.
(ABW) Association has
Constitution
Draft Counsel
established a $100 per semester
The University of New Mexico
The Law Student's Civil
scholarship beginning next
Maia Chapter of Mortar Board
Rights
Research
Council
has
semester.
will sponsor a meeting on the
The scholarship will be announced it will provide legal Dec. 19th Election for the
granted to a freshman or advice to UNM students proposed State Constitution.
sophomore female student in the concerning the draft.
Counseling is available
The meeting will be held on
College of Business or Special
Monday
through Friday in Room Wednesday, Nov. 19th, at 7 p.m.
Education with interest in
working with handicapped 128 of the Law School Building in the Theater of the Union.
persons or to a therapist whose from 1-5 p.m.
Mrs. Luella Devlin and Mrs.
work will benefit a large number
Gerald M. Stahl of the League of
Comedy Awards
of handicapped persons.
Women Voters will speak, giving
Broadcast Music Inc. (BMI)
The scholarship will be
the highlights on important issues
granted on the basis of financial has announced it will present under consideration in the
need and the winner will be three $500 awards for the best proposed Constitution, followed
selected by the La Jolla Chapter musical comedy or revue written
by a question-and-answer session.
of the ABW. Applications may and produced during the 1969-70
New Mexico residents are
be obtained from Mrs. Moore school year under the auspices of urged to attend and familiarize
before Dec. 2 in the· Student an organization or club which is
themselves with this important
a recognized student activity.
Aids Office,
step in the development of New
The three awards will go to Mexico. It will be open to the
the composer of the best music,
Deadline
public with no charge and copies
The deadline for renewal best lyrics, and to the
of the proposed Constitution will
applications by students who are organization which presents the
be available at that time.
receiving UNM Academic play. For further information
scholarships is Dec. 1 for the contact Allan Becker, BMI, 589
Observatory
second semester. Applications for Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
The
UNM
observatory will be
renewal may be obtained from 10017. Deadline for entrants is
open
Tuesday
from 7 to 10 p.m.
June
15,
1970.
Mrs. Moore in the Student Aids
for
people
interested
in viewing
Office.
stars.
Radio Club
The observatory, part of the
An amateur radio club is now
Scholarship
UNM department of physics and
being
formed
on
the
UNM
The Kappa Kappa Gamma
astronomy, is located on Yale
Fraternity has announced it will campus.
The club will be able to offer just north of Lomas.
award either a graduate
Children under 12 should be
fellowship of $3000 or an services to all University students accompanied by an adult.
undergraduate scholarship of who wish to communicate with
Visitors should park in the
$1000 for the 1970-71 academic their fa1nily or friends in other physics department parking lot at
states, countries, or cities. In
year.
The awards, which are part of addition, the club will be able to Yale and Lomas.
KKG's "Centennial provide assistance to students
Rehabilitation Grants," are open interested in obtaining an ·-lililifilliillill-lllflllllllll!ml1ll1l1111111111111111

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7e per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate Is reduced to 6e
per word and the minlmum number o£
words to 10.

WHERE: Journal~m BuUdlng. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mall.

Claaailled Advert~ing
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in £ull prior to insertion of advertisement-

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting claaalfied 3 :30
p.m.-will go In next day's Lobo.
69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $5-rm.
20o, Joumal~m Bldg.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN ~ your
headquarters !or groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe J aekets, Frinlle. Vesta, and
Fringe Handbags, 243-7909.
SENIOR-Be sure and have your elau
pioture taken for the Mirage. No ebarge
-three poo..,, three prints. Call 2776743 to schedule it at your convenience.
TWO RIDERS to Minnesota. Leave 11/21,
return 11/29. Share gao. 877-1792. 11/U
CHRISTMAS-shop the easy Avon way
from your campus Avon repreeentatlve.
Call Margaret at 242-6407.11713
ENCOUNTER GROUP (S ens I t i v it y
Training) needs people. If interested eaii
247-2720. 11/17
FREE. Biack, female k!tta., nine-weeks
old. Healthy, lavahle, trained, 247-9170.
11/17
ORDER CHRISTMASY God's Eyes; buy
books. 105 Mesa at Central. 11/18
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE-The Shire
Leather Shop and Middle Earth Gift
Shoppe have moved near campus. 3205
Silver SE. 11/19
FREE KI'ITENS to good homee. 842-1825.
Call after 5. 11/20

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST:

Half-finished h!Mk sweater In
green bag. 268-5975. 11/20

LOST BOY'S 1969 GOLD CLASS RING,
gold emblem with '.'F" In center. Also
blue sapphire birthstone ring, senti•
mental value, eaii 296-7263. 11/17

FASHION CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning
Shirts Dane To
Perfection
Alterations & Tailoring
Ttiesd~y

Special
4 Shirts for $1.00
,1349 San Mateo S.E.
:ZSS-2700.

SERVICES

3)

ffiONING-humane rates, pickup and delivery. Bagworm and WaBherwoman Ltd.
247-8737. 11/21
LOVING CHILD CARE, day or nlght243-0439. 11/12
WILL SIT your small child and park :vour
car. 1625 Rom& NE. 11/21

FORSALE

5)

FOR SALE: 1942, 45 Barley Davidson
with extended front end, custom oeat,
bar and tank set up. Top end recently
worked over. Needs a few very minor
jobs done. $218. Owner also Ia looking.
for a Barley rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277-5011 Grant after 6 p.m. Monday through Thlll'llday and Sunday after·

7)

MISCELLANEoUS

TURKEY STOMP (Parade and Dance),
Monday, Nov. 24. Trilogy (Band),
Unicm Ballroom, UNM, 60 cents per
person. Costumes welcome. 11/24

Heady Presents
Honorary Awards
At Alumni Lunch
Honorary awards were
presented to four people during
Homecoming activities this
weekend.
Receiving the Zimmerman
award were Dr. Tom Wiley and
Dr. Scott Momaday, Dr. Richard
Griego received the outstanding
teacher award, and Mrs. Lloyd
Sallee received the 1969 Lobo
Award.
Wiley is superintendent of the
Albuquerque Public Schools, and
former state superintendent of
instruction for New Mexico.
Momaday, currently teaching at
the University of California,
Berkeley, is author of t~e
Pulitzer Prize-winning novel,
"House Made of Dawn" and a
1 958 graduate of UNM. The
Zimmerman award, named after
Dr. James Zimmerman, former
president of UNM has been
presented only once before, to
Dr. Tom Popejoy, former
president of UNM.
The awards were presented at
the "Goodtime" alumni luncheon
Saturday in University arena by
UNM president Ferrel Heady.
Heady also presented the
outstanding teacher of year
award to Dr. Richard Griego,
professor of math at UNM.
Griego is teaching this year in
Mexico City.
Earlier Saturday morning, at
the all women's breakfast Mrs.
Lloyd Sallee was given the UNM
Lobo Award for 1969.
Mrs. Sallee was assistant dean
of women at UNM from 1951 to
1956, and graduated with honors
from UNM in 1944. The award is
given to the woman "who has
contributed most outstandingly
to UNM and the community."
The award was presented by Miss
Lena Clauve, UNM dean of
women emeritus.

'Recruiting U
Reoruiters representing the !allowing
companies or ngencies will visit the <J~nter
to interview candidates for positions:

Welcome Lobos
For All Your Car
Care Needs
Visit

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE
501 Yale S.E.
(Just 5 blks, South
of Central)
Ask About Our 2¢ Discount
Per Gallon

RENT-A-

WOP 'ltJ.JI.\ Till:
I .tliOl \ fl-4.TilJ

$1.oo a day
Free Dellvecy, Pick Up, And Service
No Dep!l!lit
Lower Monthly Rate

Jt"ll~f' I i

HMO WROUGHT BRASS AND
COPPER BY BAICITO
AETABLOS ANO BUL TOS BY
ELEANORA.

Buck's ·TV Rentals

SYMBOLS GALORE/

268-4589
Color Available

kapy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-8c-No Umit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & T20 Madolra NE

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

No.46

Committee 'Urges
New Credit Plan

I,_~'"'~.;·

:,., .~

. . .. ····-·-· ·······--· .... L

Union Board Chairman Mark Money

Union Board Backs Krbec

. The Union _Board ~ast ~ight passed a resolution glVlng the Union
drrecto~ a;t~horlty to Identify and to take "appropriate action toward
those mdiVlduals whose dress or behavior may, according to general
standards, be unacceptable."
The resolution previously passed by the operations board, also
states the Union Board may review such decisions.
The b<;>ard also voted in_ favor of all<;>w!ng the Albuquerque Building
Co-operative to open a pwk-up and fitting shoe-shop in one of the
unused practice rooms in the Union.
A request to close the Union from Dec. 20 through Jan. 4 was
approved.
A resolution to give the Union director the authority to decide
what will be sold at the Union desk, subject to review by the Union
Board, was also approved.
C. E. Jackson, bookstore manager, explained the bookstore's policy
on buying and selling books.
He said the bookstore buys back used books in current editions for
50 percent of the list price if they are to be used the next semester,
and 25 percent of the list price if they are not going to be used. He
said pre-priced paperbacks are bought back for 25 percent regardless
of whether or not they will be re-used.
Used pre-priced books are re-sold for one-half list price, and used
hardbacks are sold for 66.6 percent, Jackson said.
"We do not classify used books as to the amount of use they have
had," Jackson said.
A student government committee is checking the present operation
of the bookstore and alternate operations.
.
The board also reviewed proposed ideas for a permanent roof for
Casa Del Sol, but took no action pending further studies.

The Committee on Entrance
The Regents passed action
and Credits will recommend to which reads, " ... that the
the faculty today that an Regents establish a Committ·~e
experimental credit - no credit on University Governance to
( cr·nc) program be adopted by study the existing system of
the University.
University Governance and
In other action, the faculty submit recommendations
will hear a report on the thereon for consideration by
amended resolution by the the constituent bodies
University Regents regarding the concerned; also that the
study of all-University membership of the committee
governance, a recommendation be as recommended by the
for elimination of specific high University president, except
school subject matter that there should be three,
requirements, and a proposed rather than two, alumni and
modification of the physical that the matter of the Regents'
education requirements.
participation remain in
Ten Provisions
abeyance pending a
The :recommendation that an recommendation by their
experimental er-ne program be Faculty-Student Committee."
adopted carries ten provisions.
The Regents also agreed to
Among the provisions are:
let the faculty determine how
That students will be limited the 12 faculty panelists for the
to one course per semester on committee be selected.
er-ne basis, and no student
The faculty had previo@iy
may exceed a total of 24 objected to the manner of
semester hours on cr·nc option, selection of the committee.
which also includes courses
Physical Education
offered only on a er-ne basis.
Clinton Adams, dean of the
That a student may change College of Fine Arts, will
from a er-ne option to the present a resolution by the
regular grading basis, or College of Fine Arts faculty
vice-versa, after initial pertaining to the physical
registration. However, once a education requirements.
student is enrolled in a course
In a unanimous resolution,
under the er-ne option, his the College of Fine Arts
"only recourse is to drop the faculty said they believe the
course," said the committee in requirements in physical
the faculty meeting agenda.
education should be determined
That faculty members will by. the faculties of the
·turn in regular letter grades for different colleges, just as they
- all students, and the records are for other subjects.
office will convert all grades of
The College of Fine Arts
A through C to credit, and all faculty will propose that the
grades D or F to no-credit for general faculty adopt a motion
students enrolled in a course "that the present generljl
on a cr·nc option for graduate University .requirement for four
students.
hours of non-professional
If the recommendation is physical activity courses be
accepted, the program will be rescinded, and that the faculties
put into effect on a date of the degree granting colleges
decided by the faculty.
be authorized to establish
In the last faculty meeting, course requirements in physical
the faculty voted down a education as in all other
resolution asking for the fields "
The Committee on Entrance
creation of a committee to
study all-University governance and Credits will recommend to
on the grounds that they had the faculty that specific high
not been consulted before the school subject matter
recommendation went to the requirements be eliminated as a
Regents.
condition for requirement for
Back For Amendment
admission. The action would be
The Faculty Policy effective with the 1970-71 year
Committee took the if passed.
recommendation back to the
The committee said that
Regents for amendment.
(Continued to page 5)

GSA Elects Elliott

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (thars 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

To Temporary Chair

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

Specialists
Repair &Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Over 100 yr.t. Combined
Experience

333 Wyoming N.E.

Tuesday, November 18, 1969

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

:Foreign Car

Free Estimates
265-5901

Vol. 73

Tuesday, November 18
Ame-rican Na.Uonal Life Insurance Com..
pany-Bus. Admin., Liberal Arts, Education
~
Federal Bureau of . Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs-All maJors
Procter & Gamble Manufacturing Company-ME, CE, EE, ChE (BS, MS),
MBA's who have n toohnical undergrllduate degree.
Universal Oil Products Comp ..ny-QhE
(BS, MS), ME (BS, MS)
Wednesday, November 19
LTV Electrosystems, Inc.-EE (BS,, MS,
PhD), MEl (BS, MS), Computer Sc1ence
(B$, MS)
.
C
Procter & Gamble Manufncturmg ompnny-ME, EE, CE, ChE (BS, MS)
MBA's with technical undergraduate
degree
n_.
Procter & Gamble D'1stra"b ut•mg ...vm.pany-Bus. Admin., Libernl Arts, others
interested in sales
Monsanto Company-QhE, Chern. (BS,
MS, PhD), ME, EE, IE (BS, MS), Acctg,
(BS/MBA) Math/Programming (BS/MS)
General Foods Corporation-Bus. Admin,, Libera] Arts, others interested in
sales
United States Army ,n-......,rut"t'mg-omcera
Training Program-All ma.iors
Thursday, November 20
Martin Marietta Corporation-IDE, ME,
AE (BS, MS), Ind.E, CE (BS)
United States Army Recruiting-Officers Training Progrnm-All majors
W cstel'n Gear Corporation-ME, EE,
IE, Acctg./Fin., Prod. MJ:mt., Ind. RelB·
tions Ind. Tech.
Stauffer Chemical Compnny-ChE (BS)
Southern Cnlifomin Edison CompnnyEE, ME (BS, MS)
Hughes Aircraft Compnny-EE (BS,
MS, PhD), ME, Computer Sci. or Mnth
(BS, MS)
.
Wnterwaya Experiment Stat10n-Corps
of Engincers-QE, EE, ME, Agriculturnl
E, Physics (BS, MS, PhD). Mathematics
(MS)
Zin Company-Engineering ( BS) , Accounting (BBA)

Patronize
Lobo Advertizets

•

MEXICO
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Student directories are being
distributed at the coat check,
next to the information desk, in
the Union. Alpha Phi Omega is
selling the directories to students
with I.D. 's for ten cents.

-IIIIHIIIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHUIIIIIIIIIIIU!IIIllllllltmlllll!lllllllll!llll
Monday, Nov. 17
School of Law; Union, Room 23lC;
12:30 p.m.
·
C<>llege of Nursing; Union, Room 253;
1 p.m.
Town Club; Union, Room 230; Town Club
Pledges; Union, Room 231D; 6 :30 p.tn.
Alpha Tau Omega; Union, Room 250D;
7 p.m.
NMU Roard; Union, Room 281B; 7 p.m.
SDS; Union, Room 129; 7 p.m.
Alpha Epsilon PI; Union, Room 268;
7:80 p.m.
American Nuclear Engineers; Union,
Room 250B; 7:80 p.tn,
Graduate Student A!l!oeiatlon organlza,.
tiona! meeting; Kiva: 7 :SO p.m.
Senior Recital; Dennis Eppich, plano;
Fine Art Center Recital Hall; 8:15 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 18
KUNM Folkstream Concert: Live;
Union Tbeater; 9-12 p.m.; free.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll:lllllllllllll

Directories

CAlliNG U

noon.

200 USED TV's, all styles, Save today.
H1 Wyoming NE, 256·5987. 11/27
1969 350 HONDA. ExceDent condition.
$600.00. 268-8493, 11/17
1968 LT. BLUE VW sedan. R & H, WSW,
11,851 actual miles. Excellent condition.
$1600. Firm. 1·865-7732. 11/17
1967 ItAWASAKI 250. Runs well. $330. See
afternoons, 306 HarVard SE. 11/17
1968 CORVAIR SPYDER, tw<Hioor hardwp, 4-speed, Turbo-Charged. $400. Call
344-5517. 11718
ONE LARGE drawing board with handle
and cUp, $2; two small woOden CMes1
$1.60 each; two Wilson Jack Kramer
tennis racke!s-$15 and $10; one Wilson
aluminum frame racket, $30. All tourn,..
ment rackets strung with gut. Call dally
after 9 p.m. or all day weekends, 266·
6548.

NEW

Monday, November 17, 11)69

NEW MEXICO LOBO

ENCLOSED$·----

PLACED BY--,-~--~----........:.

By CASEY CHURCH

At the roll call of Stephen Beckerman,
representative of the anthropology graduate students,
In its organizational meeting last . night, the read a statement of "disaffiliation" from the GSA.
Graduate Student Association (GSA) elected a "Anthropology students voted unanimously to
temporary chairman, Richard Elliott, and accepted a disaffiliate because we feel that this is an attempt to
temporary set of by-laws.
draw a status line between graduate and
The 26 delegates present also received a notice of undergraduate students," said Beckerman.
immediate disassociation with GSA by the
Brief Explanation
anthropology graduate department.
Elliott explained briefly the new fee structure that
Would
apply to graduate students, and the financial
Former President
relati<>nship
of graduate students with ASUNM in the
Elliott, former president of the Graduate Student
coming
semester.
Council, chaired the formative meeting last night.
"Graduate students will receive ASUNM services
Since only 26 of 39 eligible departments were
represented at the meeting, all actions. taken by the next semester, and graduate appointments to ASUNM
committees will stand."
association were temporary.
"So as not to go into their budget, all activity
Elliott said some departments "were having
fees
levied on graduate. students carrying 12 hours or
difficulty'' in electing their representatives.
more
will go to ASUNM next semester. This will give
The temporary approval of the by-laws included a
us . time to work out financial arrangements with
provision striking stipends for GSA officers.
ASUNM for the next year," ·said Elliott.

Guerilla Theater
A Mexican food sale
and a Little Guerilla
Theater presentation will he
held on the mall tomorrow
to earn money for
unemployed physical plant
workers.
United
Mexican
American Students (UMAS)
and the Student Organizing
Committee (SOC) plan to
perform a play depicting
themselves as "good guys!!,
and the physical plant
administration as "bad
guys." The play, involving
about 12 members of
UMAS and SOC, will take
place as Mexican food is
sold on the mall at lunch
time.
The food sale sponsored
by SOC and UMAS, will
be held in spite of health
service warnings to stop
the vending of un-inspected
food., Larry Russel, . SOC
member, said "they (city
environmental health
service) will try and stop
us for sure/'

